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Merchant commodity and energy
production
• Production assets play a critical role in ensuring the supply of
commodities/energy such as ethanol, aluminum, copper, power,…
(Brennan and Schwartz 1985, Guthrie 2009)

• Merchants adapt the operational flexibility of these assets to the
uncertain evolution of input/output price (Birge 2000, Ronn 2002, Geman
2005, Secomandi and Seppi 2014)

• We focus on the case of aluminum production based on a problem
faced by a smelting company
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Aluminum production asset: Smelter
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Asset value maximization perspective
• Maximize discounted risk-neutral expected cash flows (Brennan and
Schwartz 1985, Cortazar et al. 2008, Guthrie 2009, Nadarajah and
Secomandi 2017)

• Markov decision process (MDP) state contains operating status of
smelter, electricity price, aluminum price, and exchange rates
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Source: Rio Tinto 2016 Sustainable development report
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Aluminum producers and social commerce
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Our focus: Social commerce perspective
• Irreversible plant shutdowns could affect entities outside the specific
plant being shutdown
Holding
company

Adverse
publicity
Local
community
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Shutdown profile of a policy
• Probability of a policy choosing to shutdown at each stage

• Social preferences: Delay shutdowns or decrease its probability over the
planning horizon
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Asset value loss vs. shutdown profile
restrictions
• Maximize asset value subject to restrictions on the shutdown profile

Bounds on the
shutdown probability

• Parameters control preferences to delay and reduce the use of the
shutdown option
• Methods to solve our intractable constrained MDP are very limited
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Rest of this talk
• Models/methods to approximate the constrained MDP that extend
those known for asset value maximization
– Anticipated regret policies grounded in behavioral psychology theory
and computed using approximate dynamic programming (ADP)
– Generalization of production margin policies employed in practice using
ADP and machine learning classification
– Re-optimization based policies

• Is accounting for social preferences on the shutdown profile
financially viable?
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Modifying shutdown fixed cost: Anticipated
regret
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• Anticipated regret theory is rooted in behavioral psychology and economics
(Loomes and Sugden 1982, Zeelenberg 1999)
• Anticipated regret is substantially larger for irreversible decisions (Tsiros and
Mittal 2000), which justifies our focus on shutdown decisions
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Anticipated-regret (AR) SDP
• “Non-shutdown” value recursion similar to shutdown-neutral setting

• Choose between “non-shutdown” decisions and shutdown accounting
State-dependent fixed cost
for anticipated regret
modification

Strictly positive ⇒ shutdown regret
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AR policies
• We establish that AR policies match the asset-value maximizing policy
and zero-shutdown policy in asymptotic settings
• We use a least squares Monte Carlo approximate dynamic
programming heuristic to tackle the intractable AR SDP and obtain
operating policies (Lonsgstaff and Schwartz 2001, Nadarajah et al. 2017)
• Parameters in the AR SDP can be changed to obtain policies that
emphasize preferences to delay/reduce shutdown decisions
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Numerical case study: Aluminum smelter
• Forty year base instance
– operational data from an aluminum producer
– market data from London Metal Exchange, Nord Pool, and FOREX.

• Eight factor model of uncertainty with cross-commodity correlation
calibrated using a Kalman filter (Farkas et al. 2017)
• Eight additional instances created by changing operational and market
parameters
• Computed shutdown-neutral, anticipated-regret, production-margin, and
reoptimization-based policies
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Shutdown probability reduction

• AR and CM (T=1) exhibit the best tradeoff with the former preforming
slightly better than the latter
• Shutdown probability reduced by 25% for a 1.8% decrease in asset value
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Shutdown delay vs. probability reduction

• AR policies show a better substitution trade-off between expected delay and
shutdown probability decrease
• For an asset value loss of 6%, AR could delay shutdown 6 (or 3) years and
decrease shutdown probability by 25% (or 44%)
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Conclusions
• Future energy markets will see dramatic shutdowns of large emitting plants
• We study the management of shutdown decisions in commodity/energy
production from a social commerce perspective
• We define the shutdown profile of an operating policy and modify it to
delay or reduce the probability of a shutdown over the planning horizon
• We introduce three classes of operating policies that account for social
preferences:
– Anticipated regret policies provide best asset value and shutdown profile
tradeoff
– Classification based production margin policies are competitive for small asset
values losses and outperform production margin policies in practice

• Social commerce appears financially viable: Shutdown decisions can be
substantially delayed and their likelihood significantly reduced for small
losses in asset value

